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Reading: Ullman, Vidal-Naquet, and Sali (2002).
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Object Recognition

Object recognition is the task of detecting which objects are
present in an image, and pinpointing their location.

Images from Pascal VOC 2012.
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Why is Object Recognition Hard?

A given object can cast an infinite number of di↵erent 2D images
onto the retina:

the object’s view point, illumination, and scale can vary;

the object can be deformed or occluded by other objects;

di↵erent objects in a given object class can vary widely in
their visual properties.

This makes object recognition a challenging problem. Yet humans
perform it e↵ortlessly and in real time. (But: visual processing
takes up 30% of the cortex!)

The following slides are taken from Antonio Torralba’s course object on recognition at ICCV 2005.
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Challenge: View Point Variation
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Challenge: Illumination

Slide credit: S. Ullman.
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Challenge: Scale
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Challenge: Occlusion

Magritte, 1957
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Challenge: Deformation

Xu Beihong, 1943
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Challenge: Intra-class Variation
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Object Detection in the Brain

How do humans perform object detection?

The processing pathways in the visual cortex are known to extract
features of varying complexity:

orientations, spatial frequencies and colors (area V1);

simple geometric shapes (area V4);

partial and complete objects (inferior temporal cortex).

The fragment-based model of Ullman et al. (2002) focuses on
features of intermediate complexity that are:

selected to encode images from a specific object class;

optimized to be maximally informative.
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Extracting Fragments

Fragments should be maximally informative for object recognition:

break images the images in a class into fragments;

measure how informative an individual fragment F is relative
to all the images in the class C ;

use mutual information to select fragments with highest merit.

Mutual information is defined as:

I (C ,F ) = H(C )� H(C |F )

where H(x) is the entropy (uncertainty) of a random variable:

H(x) = �
X

x

P(x) logP(x)

Therefore, I (C ,F ) measures how much the uncertainty about class
C is reduced by presence of fragment F .
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Extracting Fragments

(a) Extracted fragments (b) Training images (two classes).
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Extracting Fragments

We need an algorithm for counting fragments in the training data:

from each image, extract candidate fragments (sub-images) of
various sizes;

search for occurrences of the candidate fragments in every
image in the training data;

fragment-to-image comparison uses weighted sum of gradient
and orientation di↵erences (not exact match);

measure frequency of fragments (needed to compute entropy),
based on detection threshold;

keep only the most informative fragments.
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Extracting Fragments

In addition, fragments need to be distinctive for the class. Use
likelihood ratio R , where P(F |C ) is the probability of fragment F
occuring in an image of class C :

R(F ) =
P(F |C )

P(F |C̄ )

Turn this into a weight: w = log2 R(F ).

Examples for good fragments (merit is I (C ,F ) as defined above):
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Fragment Size and Resolution

Triangles: merit; squares: weight.
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Fragment Size and Resolution

Informative fragments are of intermediate complexity (IC):

intermediate size and high resolution, or larger size and
intermediate resolution;

IC fragments are more likely to generalize;

IC fragments occur more frequently.

The model also keeps track of the type of fragments (e.g., hairline
region in a face), and organizes fragments hierarchically.
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Generalization

Compare two ways generalize to a novel face:

fragments: find the fragments that match the novel face best;

full face: find the most similar face in the training data.
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Classification

To classify a novel image:

find all fragments F that occur in the image;

compute their weights w = log2 R(F );

classify by summing over maximum weight for each type:
X

k

w
i

k

max
i

k

F
i

k

> ✓

where F
i

k

is the i-th fragment of type k and ✓ is the classification
threshold.

Test the resulting classifier on 200 novel faces and 200 novel
non-faces; yields 97% hit rate and 2.1% false positive rate.

Fixed size fragments (either large or small) perform worse.
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Evaluation

Apply the face detector to images including faces or cars:
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Evaluation

Images might need to be scaled in order for detection to work:
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Re-Arrangement of Fragments

Spatial relationships:

no explicit representation of the location of fragments or of
the spatial relationships between them;

but detection requires overlapping fragments of multiple
spatial scales in order to fire;

makes the model robust against re-arrangement of image.

Response to faces decreases with increasing degree of
re-arrangement.

The fragments basically act as pieces in a jigsaw puzzle. This is
plausible for features in the inferior temporal cortex, but not in V1.
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Re-Arrangement of Fragments
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Summary

Object recognition: determining which of a given set of
objects appear in an image;

di�cult because images of objects are viewpoint dependent,
subject to occlusion; objects of the same class vary;

visual features of intermediate complexity emerge when
maximally informative fragments are selected;

features are not universal, but shaped by experience, i.e.,
di↵er from object class to object class;

may explain the visual features extracted by the brain in the
inferior temporal cortex.
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